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Debugging software is challenging
because of the increasing complexity of software and hardware, and the diversity of operating systems in use today. These factors make
it difficult for software companies to reproduce
and fix bugs that occur in released code, especially nondeterministic bugs that occur at a customer site. What makes matters worse is the
increase in bugs because of the commercial
pressure to release software early, aided and
abetted by the ease of delivering software patches over the Internet. Tracking down and fixing
these bugs can be a nightmare, costing a significant amount of time and money. These
software bugs account for nearly 40 percent of
computer system failures1 and cost the US
economy an estimated $59.5 billion annually.2
A difficult part of debugging is reproducing the bugs that occur at a customer’s site.
Most current debugging systems rely on core

dumps,3,4 which contain the final state of the
system before the crash. Unfortunately, this
solution is woefully inadequate because it is
difficult to determine the cause of the error
responsible for the core dump, and it provides little help in reproducing the bug. To
assist developers, we propose the BugNet
architecture to continuously record a program’s execution as it runs.5 The information
collected right before a program crash can
help deterministically replay the last second
of execution preceding the crash. Deterministic replay debugging (DRD) is the ability
to replay the exact same sequence of instructions that led up to the crash; it is an effective technique for isolating the bug’s source.
For the programs we have examined, capturing the last second of execution before the
crash was sufficiently long enough to debug
the root cause of the crash.
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Using BugNet
BugNet continuously records a program’s
execution. Its overhead is low enough that it
can always be left on without interfering with
the execution of the monitored program.
To use BugNet, we start by attaching it to a
running application and continuously log the
application’s execution. BugNet writes the logs
to a fixed-sized buffer allocated in main memory. BugNet continuously overwrites this buffer,
capturing the last second of execution. If a crash
occurs, the logs are dumped to disk. Software
developers can then use these logs to deterministically replay the last part of execution that led
up to the crash, as many times as required to fix
the bug. This ability is vital to debug hard-toreproduce bugs, such as nondeterministic and
multithreaded synchronization bugs.

Focusing only on user code
BugNet focuses on debugging only application-level bugs. Therefore, it supports deterministic replay of only user code and shared
libraries, but not the operating system code.
However, our approach provides the ability to
replay an application’s execution across context switches, system calls, interrupts, and
direct-memory-access (DMA) transfers. We
achieve this without having to track exactly
what goes on during these system interactions.
In contrast, tracking all the system interactions would require additional hardware support, and the resulting solution would depend
heavily on the operating system. Our BugNet
solution avoids both of these problems.

Overview of BugNet
BugNet is based on the observation that the
following information is sufficient to deterministically replay a program’s execution:
• initial architectural state (program
counter and register values),
• register and program counter updates
from system calls and interrupts, and
• all load values used during the program’s
execution.
We can easily record the first two items by
recording the values in all the registers and the
program counter after servicing system calls
and interrupts. But recording every load value
is too expensive and impractical.

We observe that if we ignore system and
multithreading interactions, we need to log
the value for a load only if it is the first access
to a memory location. Values for subsequent
loads to the logged memory location can be
determined during deterministic replay. To
accomplish this, we effectively mark each
logged memory address (described in the next
section), so that we do not have to log the values loaded from those addresses again. This
optimization significantly reduces the amount
of information in the log.
The main issue with this optimization is
that logging only the first access to a memory location for a user thread will not capture
future external updates to that location
through operating system or shared-memory
interactions. Therefore, we must detect the
external updates to an already logged memory location. If the value has changed, we need
to log it again. System calls, interrupts, DMA
transfers, and shared-memory interactions are
the only possible external memory updates.
When any of these external effects update a
memory location, we unmark that location’s
address, so that when the user thread accesses that address again, BugNet will log the
updated value.
Although this optimization reduces the
number of load values that need to be logged,
we can further reduce the log size by compressing the load values. We can do so by
exploiting value locality across the different
load values.
The final component in our architecture
relates to logging multithreaded shared-memory dependencies to debug shared-memory
interactions and data races. This requires logging the order of memory operations executed across all of the threads in a program’s
execution. To create this log, we use the technique proposed by Xu et al., which monitors
the coherence traffic to capture the shared
memory dependencies.6

BugNet architecture
We next describe the BugNet logging
approach and architecture in more detail.

BugNet checkpoint intervals
BugNet breaks a thread’s execution into
checkpoint intervals. For the monitored
process, BugNet records checkpoint logs sep-
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Figure 1. BugNet architecture.

arately for each thread. A checkpoint interval
represents a window of execution that BugNet
captures during logging for each thread. These
checkpoints are the instructions a developer
can replay during debugging. For a checkpoint interval, BugNet records enough information to start replaying program’s execution
from the interval’s first instruction. This
allows us to replay each checkpoint interval
independent of the other intervals. The maximum size (in terms of number of committed
instructions) for a checkpoint interval is predetermined by the operating system based on
the main memory buffer space allocated to
record the logs. When a checkpoint interval
reaches this limit, BugNet initiates a new
checkpoint interval. However, BugNet might
prematurely terminate a checkpoint interval
on encountering an interrupt, system call, or
a context switch (a process that will be
described in more detail later). The checkpoint logs are stored in a memory buffer
whose size is small enough to avoid degrading the performance of the program being
monitored. Our fixed-size memory buffer can
maintain only a finite number of checkpoints
for each thread.

BugNet components
We built BugNet based on the observation
that the load values read by a program drive
the program’s execution. Therefore, to replay
a checkpoint interval, we only need to record
the initial register state and then record the
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values of load instructions executed in that
interval.
Figure 1 represents the major components
in the BugNet architecture. Components shaded in gray are the new additions to a conventional processor. BugNet creates a checkpoint
at the beginning of each checkpoint interval.
For every checkpoint, we record a log header
that contains the current Thread ID and
Process ID, and a Checkpoint ID that BugNet
uses to order the checkpoints collected for a
thread. The header also contains the initial
architectural state, which includes the program
counter and the register values. At the start of
a checkpoint interval, this header is recorded
into the checkpoint buffer. After initialization,
whenever the processor executes a load instruction, BugNet creates a new log entry to record
the load value, which also goes into the checkpoint buffer. The log entry created for a load
contains the number of load instructions executed since the last logged load, and a compressed version of the load’s value. Since we do
not log every load instruction, we must log the
number of load instructions to be skipped, during deterministic replay, before consuming the
next load log entry. BugNet does not log the
addresses for loads because they can be deterministically regenerated during replay.
Recording the resultant value of every load
instruction would be too expensive, as
described earlier. Instead, we record a load
value only if
• the load is the first access to a memory
location in the checkpoint interval, or
• the memory value accessed by a load has
changed because of an external system
effect or a shared-memory thread—since it
was last logged in the checkpoint interval.
To approximate the logging of only the first
access to each memory location, we associate
a bit with every word in the cache. These bits
track already logged memory addresses. When
a load is executed, if the bit is not set in the
cache, BugNet logs the load’s value and sets
the bit. Instead, if the bit was set, it means that
we have already logged this memory location,
so BugNet will not log the load’s value again.
All of these bits are cleared at the start of every
checkpoint interval.
To further optimize the log size, we employ

a hardware dictionary compressor, as Figure
1 indicates; it exploits frequently occurring
load values. The dictionary keeps track of the
most frequent values seen in the checkpoint
interval. If a load value appears in the dictionary, we log the index (instead of the full
value) into the dictionary.7
The first-load log (FLL) contains the initial
architectural-state information for a checkpoint
interval along with all of the load log entries for
that interval. Each FLL contains sufficient
information to deterministically replay the
checkpoint interval. Enough FLLs are kept
track of in the memory for the threads being
traced so that we can replay millions of instructions executed by each thread. This allows us
to reexecute the instructions with exactly the
same memory values, and input and output
registers as in the original execution. This is
true even in the case of multithreaded programs
because the FLL for a thread contains all the
information necessary to replay each thread
independent of the other threads.
Figure 1 shows two first-in first-out queues:
the checkpoint buffer and memory race
buffer. Both are memory-backed, and are lazily written to memory when the bus is free, but
these writes do not go through the cache hierarchy. The checkpoint buffer holds the first
load log, and the memory race buffer is used
to record the shared-memory dependencies.
The operating system provides support for
managing the memory space allocated for
BugNet’s use. Program execution is continuously logged, overwriting older logs in memory, and logs are dumped to disk only when
the execution terminates. Therefore, memory can contain logs corresponding to multiple consecutive checkpoints and logs from
many different threads. When the allocated
memory space fills up, BugNet discards the
log corresponding to the oldest checkpoint
for a thread to make space for the newer logs.

System calls, interrupts, and context switches
Our goal is to replay and debug only the
application code, so we do not record what goes
on during system events. We do not record the
value of load instructions executed as part of
system calls or interrupts. Nevertheless, we
must track how these system interactions affect
the application’s execution so that we can replay
the application across the system events. Inter-

rupts can modify the memory state, and they
can even change the architectural state of the
program’s execution by modifying the program
counter or registers.
BugNet solves this problem by prematurely terminating the current checkpoint interval on encountering an interrupt, system call,
or context switch.5 When control returns to
the user-level thread, it creates a new checkpoint. By creating a new checkpoint interval,
we are guaranteed to have the right program
counter value and register values after the
interrupt, since they will be logged in the
header of the new FLL. Also, the cache bits
used to track the already-logged first loads are
reset when BugNet creates the new checkpoint. This ensures that BugNet logs the load
values necessary to replay the instructions executed after the system call.

Support for multithreaded applications and DMA
We assume a shared-memory multiprocessor system to execute multithreaded programs.
In shared-memory multithreaded applications, remote threads executing on other
processors can modify shared data during a
checkpoint interval. DMA transfers have the
same problem. When a remote thread modifies a shared-memory location, it invalidates
the corresponding cache block before the
update. This resets the bits used to track first
loads to that cache block. As a result, future
load references to that cache block will result
in the FLL recording the remote thread’s
value. Since DMA uses the same coherency
mechanism, DMA transfers will also invalidate the block, resetting the first load bits, so
we would correctly see any changes due to
DMA transfers.
The FLL corresponding to a checkpoint
interval is sufficient to replay the instructions
executed in that interval. This is true even in
the case of multithreaded applications. We
can replay any thread independently of the
other threads because the FLL records all the
input values required for executing each
thread. However, to debug data races, we need
the ability to infer the ordering of instructions
executed across all the threads. To record
shared-memory dependencies across threads,
we adapt the Flight Data Recorder (FDR)
mechanism,6 and use a separate memory race
log for this information. FDR determines the
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shared-memory dependencies for a thread by
monitoring its coherence messages and logs
those dependencies in the memory race log
for each thread. To optimize the memory race
log sizes, FDR implemented the Netzer optimization in hardware.8 We use this method
for recording shared-memory dependencies
in our memory race logs.5

Logging code locations
In addition to data, we must make sure to
record information about the code executed
during logging. This will allow us to initialize the code space with exactly the same
libraries and binaries for deterministic replay
debugging.
In BugNet, we assume the support of an
operating-system device driver that records
information about the loading of all code (static binaries and dynamic libraries) for a monitored program. This information goes into a
code log. Each entry in the code log contains
• the name and path of the binary or
library loaded,
• a checksum to represent the version of
the binary or library, and
• the starting address where it was loaded.
When BugNet is enabled for a program’s
execution, the device driver logs this information for the binary and currently loaded
shared libraries. In addition, as the system
loads new shared libraries, BugNet will log
them. BugNet keeps this code log as long as it
is monitoring the program’s execution.

Detecting a fault
The operating system terminates threads
that perform illegal operations. For example,
division by zero or accessing an invalid address
can trigger a program crash. Also, the developer can potentially use assertions to terminate the program’s execution. Once the
operating system detects that the program’s
execution has terminated abnormally, it
records the current instruction count in the
checkpoint interval and the address of the
faulty instruction in the FLL. We use this
information to determine when to stop
replaying and to correctly identify the faulty
instruction during debugging. After recording the faulty instruction, the operating sys-
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tem collects the first-load logs, and the memory race and code logs for the application from
the main memory and hardware buffers. We
store the collected logs to disk, and this information is sent to the developer for debugging.

Deterministic replayer
In this section, we describe how to use the
BugNet logs to deterministically replay a program’s execution. We have implemented a
deterministic replayer in Pin9 that consumes
BugNet logs.5,10
To replay a checkpoint interval, we start by
reading the code log. This restores the code
space to its state at the point when the bug
occurred. The code log, as described earlier,
contains all of the binary and shared-library
names, their checksums (versions), and where
in the memory they were loaded before the
crash occurred. This approach does not support self-modifying code, which we have
addressed in our recent work.11
After the code space is initialized, the developer chooses the checkpoint interval to start
replaying from. We initialize the program
counter and the registers with the values
found in the header of the checkpoint interval’s FLL. Execution starts at the program
counter, stepping one instruction at a time.
For every load instruction, if the load’s value
was logged, we obtain the load value from the
FLL log and update the simulated memory
with this new value. Otherwise, we just use
the load value from the simulated memory.
Developers can then step through the program’s execution, examining the source lines
touched and the variables used. In single stepping through the program’s execution, when
developers come to the end of a checkpoint,
they can just start replaying the next checkpoint. Remember that a checkpoint interval
ends after a fixed number of instructions or prematurely terminates because of a system call or
an interrupt. From a developer’s perspective,
the replayer just steps (skips) over the execution of the system call or interrupt. The single
stepping can continue until the developer
reaches the instruction that caused the crash.
Our logs also support the ability to debug
backwards, since we can deterministically
recreate the program’s execution at any arbitrary point within the collected checkpoint
intervals.

Data available during debugging

900

No. of differences in store values

Replay window length
BugNet logs do not contain
800
a core dump representing the
700
final state of the entire system
Crash
600
or main memory. As a result,
you cannot examine arbitrary
500
memory locations or data
400
structures during debugging.
300
Instead, developers will only
Point of deviation
200
be able to examine the mem100
ory values that the program
execution touched in the
0
120,000 100,000 80,000 40,000 20,000 0
recorded checkpoint intervals.
This is what we call the
No. of instructions away from crash (Program execution→)
touched memory image. If program execution did not access
Figure 2. Replay window length. The point of deviation is the point during the buggy program’s
a memory location during the
execution where the store values start deviating from the correct program’s execution.
replayed checkpoint intervals,
we cannot examine that memory location during replay. This is acceptable, exposes the bug. We expect that the two exesince the memory addresses untouched by the cutions will follow similar execution paths up
program’s execution prior to the crash should to a point. After that point, the buggy pronot be responsible for the incorrect execution gram’s execution will start to significantly deviof the program. In fact, having access only to ate from the execution of the correct program.
the touched memory image during debugging We measure how much the buggy program’s
should help the developers focus only on the execution deviates from that of the correct
variables and data structure fields that caused program’s execution by comparing the
the bug.
sequences of store values produced by the two
executions.10
Replay window and log sizes
Figure 2 shows an example for a bug in gzip.
BugNet is based on the fundamental The x-axis represents the buggy program’s exeassumption that the last few moments of a cution, going from left to right. The x-axis
program’s execution before a crash are the indicates the number of dynamic instructions
most critical to fixing a bug. To determine the between a point in the program’s execution
usefulness of BugNet, we must determine how and the crash. The y-axis represents the nummuch to record to fix the majority of bugs.
ber of differences in the store values between
The replay window length is the number of the buggy program’s execution and the cordynamically executed instructions from where rect execution. The graph shows the number
the bug manifested itself to where the pro- of mismatches that accumulate over time.
gram crashed. This is the number of instruc- Note that the buggy program’s output values
tions that we might need to replay to fix a bug. match those of the correct program’s execuWe originally provided a rough estimate of tion for a long time, but it starts to deviate sigthe lower bound on the replay window nificantly 40,000 instructions before the
length.5 More recently, we provided an crash. This is the point of deviation. To fix a
approximation of an upper bound for the bug, a developer should examine the sequence
replay window length, which we use here.10
of events right before this point and potenTo analyze the replay window length, we tially for some time after this point in the protake two binaries corresponding to two ver- gram’s execution. Thus, we define the replay
sions of the same program. One binary cor- window length to be the number of dynamic
responds to the source code that contains the instructions executed in the buggy program
bug, and another corresponds to the same between the point of deviation and the crash
source code but with the bug fixed. We exe- or the end of execution.
In Figure 3, we show the replay window
cute the two versions with the same input that
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Figure 3. Replay window in dynamic instructions.
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Figure 4. Total size of the FLL checkpoint intervals to capture the full replay window.

lengths required to capture real bugs found in
a set of open source programs.5 All the programs except ghostscript require a replay window of less than 20 million instructions. In
contrast, ghostscript (the worst case) requires
a replay window of about 230 million instructions. This replay window is an upper bound
on the amount of execution a developer would
need to fix a bug, and some bugs might be
repairable without requiring access to the full
replay window.
In Figure 4, we show the FLL size required
to capture the replay window in Figure 3. For
these results, we used a maximum checkpoint
interval size of 10 million instructions. For
our worst case, ghostscript, we needed a total
of 7.2 Mbytes for the FLL checkpoint intervals to capture the 230 million instruction
replay window.
We also examined the logging efficiency for
a handful of SPEC programs using BugNet.5
We found that 0.15 bits per instruction is
logged if we use a checkpoint interval of 100
million instructions.
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Related work
Several prior techniques look at checkpointing a system’s state to replay it later.6,7,12-15 These
systems use a copy-on-write checkpoint
scheme similar to SafetyNet.16 For example,
FDR6 uses the SafetyNet checkpointing
scheme to log the values overwritten by the
first store to each memory address. With this
log and the final system state (core dump),
FDR can retrieve a consistent and full memory image prior to the checkpoint’s start. In
addition, FDR explicitly records external
inputs from interrupts, program I/O, and
DMA transfers. This allows FDR to support
deterministic replay debugging of the entire
system, which includes the operating system.
In contrast, BugNet only provides deterministic replay debugging for user code. This
provides an easy-to-implement solution for
logging the data space that is operating-system
independent. Given our model, BugNet cannot replay what goes on in the operating system, but it supports deterministic replay of
application code across all forms of system and

shared-memory interactions. Replaying only
the application code was sufficient to fix the
bugs in all the open source programs that we
examined.

Efficient logging of shared-memory
dependencies, interrupts, and selfmodifying code
We have recently implemented improvements to the BugNet architecture to efficiently
log shared-memory dependencies, to provide
efficient logging across system calls and interrupts, and to provide support for self-modifying code.11
With our BugNet logging approach, we can
replay each thread independently. In our
recent work,11 we show how to use the memory traces from replaying each thread independently to come up with a valid ordering
of memory operations across a set of sharedmemory threads. This allows us to determine
cross-thread shared-memory dependencies,
without having to record all of the memory
dependencies, as in prior work.5,6
Our approach of starting a new checkpoint
interval for interrupts and system calls is easy
to implement, but it could be inefficient if
interrupts occur frequently. Each interrupt
will restart a checkpoint interval, making it
hard to benefit from the first-load optimization. To address this problem, we examined a
solution that tracks when we are executing
user code as opposed to the system code.11
When executing system code, every store
clears the first load bits in the cache. This
guarantees the logging of any memory location updated by system code when it is later
loaded by the user code.
A limitation of the BugNet’s logging
approach5 is that it does not support self-modifying code. To address this, we support logging the code space11 in the same way that we
log the data space. We treat each instruction
fetch just like a load and apply the same firstload logging optimization.

BugNet as a software programmer
productivity tool
We have also implemented the BugNet
solution completely in software using Pin9 to
provide a deterministic replay debugging tool
for software developers.10 The performance
overhead with hardware support for BugNet

resulted in only a small slowdown, because the
logs are recorded automatically with hardware
support and then lazily written back to memory.5 In comparison, implementing BugNet
entirely in software results in an order of magnitude performance slowdown. However, a
software-only approach provides programmers and quality assurance teams the means to
record a program’s execution and then deterministically replay it for debugging. In addition, our software solution provides an
additional opportunity to reduce the log sizes
and hence has the ability to capture longer
replay windows.10
We have also examined using BugNet logs
to implement operating system independent
application-level architecture simulators.17
One benefit of using the BugNet logging
approach is that the simulator does not have
to support any infrastructure for emulating
the operating system effects. Hence, the
BugNet logs provide the ability to simulate
real interactive applications across interrupts
and DMA transfers.

Support for debugging incorrect output
Thus far, we have only discussed how to
deal with bugs that cause a program to crash.
But some bugs might lead to erroneous output instead of crashing the program’s execution. Both the hardware and software
solutions for BugNet are useful for tracking
down bugs that lead to incorrect output, but
it requires additional support to tell BugNet
when to dump the logs. BugNet continuously records recent execution, overwriting logs
corresponding to older checkpoint intervals.
Therefore, we require system support or a user
interface to tell BugNet to dump its recent
checkpoint intervals immediately after detecting incorrect program output. We can provide this support by having the user set a break
in the program’s execution, or by having a
developer add software checks or assertions
that will be triggered when the program starts
producing incorrect results.

Privacy issues
Most customers will not be willing to share
their core dumps with developers, since these
dumps can contain sensitive information.
BugNet does not require core dumps and
thereby reduces the amount of information
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that customers must pass to a developer. But
it still lets the developer see the values of the
variables touched in the replay window.
Hence, it could be beneficial to obfuscate
some of the information in the BugNet logs to
protect the privacy of the customer, but still
ensure that the developer can replay the program’s execution through a path that would
expose the bug.

8.

9.

W

e are entering an era in computer architecture where architects are shifting
their focus from pure performance improvements to providing more functionality. Providing hardware support for improved
software quality and reliability is becoming a
necessity. BugNet is a step in this direction
and there are a lot of exciting problems left to
be solved.
MICRO
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